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Wings Of Wrath
The Magister Trilogy: Book Two
Hachette UK In a world where the price of magic is life itself, a group of seemingly immortal sorcerers appear to have cheated the system. And now Kamala has breached their secrets, she seeks to join their ranks as the ﬁrst female Magister. But they would rather see
her dead, forcing her to ﬂee to the frozen north. There Kamala will ﬁnd an evil far greater than a sorcerer's enmity, and will hear a dire prediction of a future war. In a past age, an ancient bloodline was cultivated to stand in the path of darkness. Now its warriors must
unearth the truth at the heart of the legends, and stand ﬁrm against an enemy that brought mankind to the very edge of destruction. And Kamala must join their battle.

Feast of Souls
Orbit In the High Kingdom of Danton Aurelius, magisters from across the known world are gathering for an unusual meeting. The High King's son is dying of an apparently incurable wasting disease, and he has charged them with providing an explanation and a cure.
There is a mystery here, but not the one the High King thinks: the magisters know the cause of the prince's illness but they dare not reveal it for fear that it will expose the secret at the heart of their order. No, the mystery is not what is responsible, but who. . . Now
the magisters must embark upon a manhunt, racing against time, before the High King learns the truth. But they have not counted on the young prince's determination to control his own fate, nor on the existence of Kamala, a young woman schooled in their own arts,
who will soon shake the world to its very roots.

Legacy of Kings
Penguin The young peasant woman Kamala has proven strong and determined enough to claim the most powerful Magister sorcery for herself-but now the Magisters hunt her for killing one of their own. Her only hope of survival lies in the northern Protectorates,
where spells are warped by a curse called the Wrath that even the Magisters fear. Originally intended to protect the lands of men from creatures known only as souleaters, the Wrath appears to be weakening -- and the threat of this ancient enemy is once more falling
across the land.

When True Night Falls
The Coldﬁre Trilogy: Book Two
Hachette UK Warrior priest Damien Vryce and immortal sorcerer Gerald Tarrant reunite in an uneasy alliance to combat an evil that threatens the delicate stability of life on Erna, where the mysterious force known as the fae conjures monsters from the stuﬀ of dreams.
This sequel to Black Sun Rising secures Friedman's reputation both as a gifted storyteller and an innovative creator. This sequel to Black Sun Rising secures Friedman's reputation both as a gifted storyteller and an innovative creator.

Black Sun Rising
The Coldﬁre Trilogy: Book One
Hachette UK Over a millennium ago, Erna, a seismically active yet beautiful world was settled by colonists from far-distant Earth. But the seemingly habitable planet was fraught with perils no one could have foretold, and the colonists found themselves caught in a
desperate battle for survival against the fae, a terrifying natural force with the power to prey upon the human mind itself, drawing forth images from a person's worst nightmare or most treasured dreams and indiscriminately giving them life. Twelve centuries after
fate ﬁrst stranded the colonists on Erna, mankind has achieved an uneasy stalemate, and human sorcerers manipulate the fae for their own proﬁt, little realising that demonic forces which feed upon such eﬀorts are rapidly gaining in strength. Now, as the hordes of the
dark fae multiply, four people - Priest, Adept, Apprentice and Sorcerer - are about to be drawn inexorably together for a mission which will force them to confront an evil beyond their imagining, in a conﬂict which will put not only their own lives but the very fate of
humankind in jeopardy ...

The King Arthur Trilogy Book Two: Warrior of the West
Simon and Schuster Could all that King Arthur fought for be lost? From the author of The Merlin Prophecy, a trilogy that Kirkus Reviews proclaimed, will “appeal to those who thrill to Game of Thrones,” the second installment in the action-packed historical trilogy is the
epic tale of Arthur’s eﬀorts to save the heart of his kingdom. Warrior of the West – King Arthur’s Journey Continues. Twelve years have passed since Arthur was crowned High King. Against all odds, he has united Celtic Britain and banished the Saxons. Although he’s
succeeded in defeating all external threats and his kingdom is at its zenith, it is now being undermined from within. Arthur has chosen evil Wenhaver as his queen and second wife. Wenhaver will always love what she cannot have and have what she cannot love, and
her bitterness threatens to bring down all those around her. Arthur is betrayed by his wife and also learns of appalling perversion at the heart of his kingdom. With his guide and master tactician, Myrddion, gone, Arthur must decide how to proceed if he wishes to see
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Britain stand strong. The fate of a kingdom rests on his shoulders and his selﬂessness is put to the test. Could all that Arthur has bought for be lost forever?

In Conquest Born
Penguin In Conquest Born is the monumental science ﬁction epic that received unprecedented acclaim—and launched C.S. Friedman's phenomenal career. A sweeping story of two interstellar civilizations—locked in endless war, it was nominated for the John W.
Campbell Award.

The Evolution of the Book
Oxford University Press, USA Distinguished scholar and library systems innovator Frederick Kilgour tells a ﬁve-thousand-year story in this exciting work, a tale beginning with the invention of writing and concluding with the emerging electronic book. Calling on a
lifetime of interest in the growth of information technology, Kilgour brings a fresh approach to the history of the book, emphasizing in rich, authoritative detail the successive technological advances that allowed the book to keep pace with ever-increasing needs for
information. Borrowing a concept from evolutionary theory--the notion of punctuated equilibria--to structure his account, Kilgour investigates the book's three discrete historical forms--the clay tablet, papyrus roll, and codex--before turning to a fourth, still evolving
form, the cyber book, a version promising swift electronic delivery of information in text, sound, and motion to anyone at any time. The clay tablet, initially employed as a content descriptor for sacks of grain, proved inadequate to the growing need for commercial and
administrative records. Its successor the papyrus roll was itself succeeded by the codex, a format whose superior utility and information capacity led to sweeping changes in the management of accumulated knowledge, the pursuit of learning, and the promulgation of
religion. Kilgour throughout considers closely both technological change and the role this change played in cultural transformation. His fascinating account of the modern book, from Gutenberg's invention of cast-type printing ﬁve hundred years ago to the arrival of
books displayed on a computer screen, spotlights the inventors, engineers, and entrepreneurs who in creating the machinery of production and dissemination enabled the book to maintain its unique cultural power over time. Deft, provocative, and accessibly written,
The Evolution of the Book will captivate book lovers as well as those interested in bibliographic history, the history of writing, and the history of technology.

The Swords of Silence the
Harper Inspire 'AN INTELLIGENTLY PRESENTED HISTORICAL FANTASY THAT PROVOKES THOUGHT FROM THE START' THE BRITISH FANTASY SOCIETY Where once new ideas and beliefs were accepted, now the country's military dictator, the Shogun is shutting his country
down to any outside inﬂuences. Father Joaquim Martinez who left Portugal to make Hizen Province, Japan his home, has been quietly tending to the lives of his villagers, but everything is about to be thrown into turmoil, as the Shogun has outlawed Martinez's beliefs.
Those who won't recant or accept banishment, face a death sentence. With the threat of a massacre looming, and the Shogun's Samurai closing in, Father Martinez must decide, if he is willing to risk everything, to save those he has sworn to protect.

The Alchemists of Loom
Keymaster Press Ari lost everything she once loved when the Five Guilds' resistance fell to the Dragon King. Now, she uses her gift for clockwork machinery to earn a living on the black market. Cvareh would do anything to see his sister usurp the Dragon King's place
on the throne, and the Alchemist Guild on Loom might hold the key. When Ari stumbles across a wounded Cvareh, she sees an opportunity to slaughter an enemy and make a proﬁt. He sees an opportunity to navigate Loom with the best person to get him where he
wants to go. He oﬀers Ari the one thing she can't refuse: a wish of her greatest desire, if she brings him to the Alchemists of Loom. --

The Publishers Weekly
The Crown's Dog
Amj Productions & Publications A coastal summer is turned upside down by a violent murder, and a quest for lost pirate treasure turns into a hunt for the killer. Jax Wendyll is the crown's dog. As punishment for the unspeakable crimes that tourment him to this day, his
life has been conscripted to the Empire Solaris. However, in an Empire aﬄicted by peace, his duties are relegated to unquestioningly aiding the antics of the youngest prince, Baldair. Erion Le'Dan, a nobleman's son, expects a quiet summer visit to the Imperial Palace,
his only agenda to visit with his unlikely friends. But Jax's discovery the legendary pirate Adela Lagmir's old workroom inspires a hunt for her long lost treasure. The pursuit of Adela's truth takes the three men to the Imperial summer manor, built along the old pirate
mainstays. When Adela's trident is branded into a murdered servant, Prince Baldair's summer amusement of treasure-hunting becomes a hunt to ﬁnd the killer. But, as mysteries compound, the ghosts of Jax's past may not be the only things haunting them.

The Farmer's War
Amj Productions & Publications Lieutenant Craig Youngly has only ever wanted one thing in his life -- to join the illustrious Golden Guard. In pursuit of his goals, he has found himself protege to Raylynn Westwind, notable Guard member and favorite of Prince Baldair.
He has fought for two years in the sweltering North and now prepares to embark on a mission on behalf of the Guard that could secure his long-sought membership. It's the opportunity Craig has been waiting for, until Raylynn's attention turns toward another
swordsman, Daniel Taﬄ. Daniel has always been a man of modest aspirations. As a farmer's son from the East, he seeks a soldier's wage to support a future for the woman of his dreams when he returns from the front lines. It isn't until he's conscripted into Craig's
mission that he learns his sword-craft has caught the eyes of the powers above him. Craig sees his mission as an opportunity to impress the guard and exert his authority over Daniel. Daniel sees it merely as the chance to secure a more ﬁnancially stable future. Their
goals seem too simple to go awry. But, in the perilous jungles of the North, luck is something both men ﬁnd to be in short supply. THE FARMERS WAR is the ﬁnal installment in the Golde Guard Trilogy, prequel stories to the AIR AWAKENS SERIES: Book One, THE
CROWN'S DOG Book Two, THE PRINCE'S ROGUE Book Three, THE FARMER'S WAR

Clockwork Angel
Margaret K. McElderry Books The #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller is now available at an incredible low price for a limited time only! Discover the “compulsively readable” (Booklist) ﬁrst book in the Infernal Devices trilogy, prequel to the internationally
bestselling Mortal Instruments series! Clockwork Angel is a Shadowhunters novel. When Tessa Gray crosses the ocean to ﬁnd her brother, her destination is England, the time is the reign of Queen Victoria, and something terrifying is waiting for her in London’s
Downworld, where vampires, warlocks, and other supernatural folk stalk the gaslit streets. Only the Shadowhunters, warriors dedicated to ridding the world of demons, keep order amidst the chaos. Kidnapped by a secret organization called The Pandemonium Club,
Tessa learns that she herself is a Downworlder with a rare ability: the power to transform into another person. What’s more, the Magister, the shadowy ﬁgure who runs the Club, will stop at nothing to claim Tessa’s power for his own. Friendless and hunted, Tessa takes
refuge with the Shadowhunters of the London Institute, who swear to ﬁnd her brother if she will use her power to help them. She soon ﬁnds herself fascinated by—and torn between—two best friends: James, whose fragile beauty hides a deadly secret, and Will, whose
caustic wit and volatile moods keep everyone in his life at arm’s length…everyone, that is, but Tessa. As their search draws them deep into the heart of an arcane plot that threatens to destroy the Shadowhunters, Tessa realizes that she may need to choose between
saving her brother and helping her new friends save the world…and that love may be the most dangerous magic of all.
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Furyborn
Sourcebooks, Inc. THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! "Set in an immersive world of elemental magic, legendary godsbeasts, and cutthroat assassins, Claire Legrand's Furyborn is an addictive, fascinating fantasy." — Kendare Blake, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Three Dark Crowns series Two ﬁercely independent young women, centuries apart, hold the power to save their world...or doom it. When assassins ambush her best friend, Rielle Dardenne risks everything to save him, exposing herself as one
of a pair of prophesied queens: a queen of light, and a queen of blood. To prove she is the Sun Queen, Rielle must endure seven elemental magic trials. If she fails, she will be executed...unless the trials kill her ﬁrst. One thousand years later, the legend of Queen Rielle
is a fairy tale to Eliana Ferracora. A bounty hunter for the Undying Empire, Eliana believes herself untouchable—until her mother vanishes. To ﬁnd her, Eliana joins a rebel captain and discovers that the evil at the empire's heart is more terrible than she ever imagined.
As Rielle and Eliana ﬁght in a cosmic war that spans millennia, their stories intersect, and the shocking connections between them ultimately determine the fate of their world—and of each other. A thrilling, dark fantasy perfect for fans of Leigh Bardugo and Holly
Black! Additional Praise for Furyborn: A BuzzFeed Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A Goodreads Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A Bustle Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 "A must-read." —Reﬁnery29 "A series to watch." —Paste Magazine "Visionary."
—Bustle "One of the biggest new YA Fantasies." —Entertainment Weekly "Empowering." —BuzzFeed

Legacy of Kings
CD
Shape-Shifter
The Naming of Pangur Bán
Lion Books One of three evil Welsh witches looking for a new familiar names a white kitten "Shape-Shifter," but before all the spells are ﬁnished, he escapes, and enlists the aid of Brother Niall and his friends, who are helping to rebuild a Christian abbey.

A History of Caricature and Grotesque in Literature and Art
Fire Falling
Silver Wing Press Soldier... Sorcerer... Savior... Who is Vhalla Yarl? Vhalla Yarl marches to war as property of the Solaris Empire. The Emperor counts on her to bring victory, the Senate counts on her death, and the only thing Vhalla can count on is the ﬁght of her life.
As she grapples with the ghosts of her past, new challenges in the present threaten to shatter the remnants of her fragile sanity. Will she maintain her humanity? Or will she truly become the Empire's monster?

Kings Of The North
Paladin's Legacy: Book Two
Hachette UK King Kieri's realm has been destabilised by political wrangling and his court is blind to the dangers - until an assassination attempt on their king. And when this backﬁres, Kieri's enemies start planning an invasion using dragonﬁre, a force unseen for
hundreds of years. In King Mikeli's adjoining kingdom, his crown is threatened by a bandit prince. Alured the Black claims his lineage gives him dominion over all the lands. His ambition is boundless, his methods are ruthless and he will not be swayed from his goal,
whether or not it undermines a region already on the brink of war. Dark mages also watch for weakness and hunger for their own lost powers. The Kings of the North must plan wisely, as disaster is a sword's breadth away.

Rabelais and His World
Indiana University Press This classic work by the Russian philosopher and literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin (1895–1975) examines popular humor and folk culture in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. One of the essential texts of a theorist who is rapidly becoming a
major reference in contemporary thought, Rabelais and His World is essential reading for anyone interested in problems of language and text and in cultural interpretation.

The Silver Sorceress
Following the deadly assault on the Scholia by the kith'ketan, Keilan and Nel pursue the paladin Senacus south, hoping to catch him before he vanishes into the Gilded Cities. Nel desires vengeance for the death of her lover, while Keilan hopes to ﬁnd answers about the
immortal sorcerers who sought to challenge the Crimson Queen . . . In the Empire of Swords and Flowers a young woman is called upon to avenge her father's death and return honor to her family . . . And after a millennia-long imprisonment, the monstrous Chosen are
again free to work their dark will upon the world of man . . .

The Left Hand of God
Penguin UK The Left Hand of God by Paul Hoﬀman is the gripping ﬁrst instalment in a remarkable trilogy. "Listen. The Sanctuary of the Redeemers on Shotover Scarp is named after a damned lie for there is no redemption that goes on there and less sanctuary." The
Sanctuary of the Redeemers is a vast and desolate place - a place without joy or hope. Most of its occupants were taken there as boys and for years have endured the brutal regime of the Lord Redeemers whose cruelty and violence have one singular purpose - to serve
in the name of the One True Faith. In one of the Sanctuary's vast and twisting maze of corridors stands a boy. He is perhaps fourteen or ﬁfteen years old - he is not sure and neither is anyone else. He has long-forgotten his real name, but now they call him Thomas Cale.
He is strange and secretive, witty and charming, violent and profoundly bloody-minded. He is so used to the cruelty that he seems immune, but soon he will open the wrong door at the wrong time and witness an act so terrible that he will have to leave this place, or
die. His only hope of survival is to escape across the arid Scablands to Memphis, a city the opposite of the Sanctuary in every way: breathtakingly beautiful, inﬁnitely Godless, and deeply corrupt. But the Redeemers want Cale back at any price... not because of the
secret he now knows but because of a much more terrifying secret he does not. The Left Hand of God is a must read. It is the ﬁrst instalment in a gripping trilogy by Paul Hoﬀman. Imagine if Phillip Pullman's His Dark Materials met Umberto Eco's Name of the Rose. Fans
of epic heroic ﬁction will love this series. Praise for Paul Hoﬀman: 'This book gripped me from the ﬁrst chapter and then dropped me days later, dazed and grinning to myself' Conn Iggulden 'Tremendous momentum' Daily Telegraph 'A cult classic . . .' Daily Express
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Crown of Shadows
Orbit Books Fantasy-roman.

Blood and Moonlight
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) In Erin Beaty's fantasy mystery-thriller, Blood and Moonlight, an orphan with a secret, magical sight gets caught between a mysterious genius and the serial killer he’s hunting. Rising above the city of Collis is the holy Sanctum. And
watching over its spires is Catrin, an orphan girl with unique skills—for she alone can spot the building’s ﬂaws in construction before they turn deadly. But when Catrin witnesses a murderer escaping the scene of his crime, she’s pulled into a dangerous chain of events
where the only certainty is that the killer will strike again. Assigned to investigate is the mysterious and brilliant Simon, whose insights into the mind of a predator are frighteningly accurate. As the grisly crimes continue, Catrin ﬁnds herself caught between killer and
detective while hiding her own secret—a supernatural sight granted by the moon, destined to make her an outcast, and the only thing that might save her and those she loves from becoming the next victims...

This Virtual Night
Head of Zeus Ltd A return to the world of This Alien Shore, set in the second age of stellar colonization.

Talking Book Topics
The Fell Sword
Hachette UK Loyalty costs money. Betrayal, on the other hand, is free. When the Emperor is taken hostage, the Red Knight and his men ﬁnd their services in high demand - and themselves surrounded by enemies. The country is in revolt, the capital city is besieged and
any victory will be hard won. But The Red Knight has a plan. The question is, can he negotiate the political, magical, real and romantic battleﬁelds at the same time - especially when intends to be victorious on them all?

Before They Are Hanged
Book Two
Hachette UK 'As brilliant as its predecessor' SF REVU Bitter and merciless war is coming to the frozen north. It's bloody and dangerous and the Union army, split by politics and hamstrung by incompetence, is utterly unprepared for the slaughter that's coming. Lacking
experience, training, and in some cases even weapons the army is scarcely equipped to repel Bethod's scouts, let alone the cream of his forces. In the heat-ravaged south the Gurkish are massing to assault the city of Dagoska, defended by Inquisitor Glokta. The city is
braced for the inevitable defeat and massacre to come, preparations are made to make the Gurkish pay for every inch of land ... but a plot is festering to hand the city to its beseigers without a ﬁght, and the previous Inquisitor of Dagoska vanished without trace.
Threatened from within and without the city, Glokta needs answers, and he needs them soon. And to the east a small band of malefactors travel to the edge of the world to reclaim a device from history - a Seed, hidden for generations - with tremendous destructive
potential. A device which could put a end to war, to the army of Eaters in the South, to the invasion of Shanka from the North - but only if it can be found, and only if its power can be controlled ...

The Crown and the Dragon
The Paladin Cycle
WordFire Press The land of Deira burns. Two decades of war have laid waste to this once-green paradise ... but even more destructive than rampaging armies is the wrath of the dragon-an uncontrollable living weapon unleashed by the invaders. Some brave rebels
struggle against impossible odds. Others turn outlaw just to stay alive. Like many of her people, Elenn of Adair has lost family, lands, and possessions to the brutal realities of war. To save her people, she seizes a desperate chance to defeat the monstrous dragon,
break the occupation, and see the rightful king crowned. She must protect a sacred relic from enemy soldiers, bandits, creatures of darkness ... and the implacable Magister Corvus. Elenn's reluctant guide is Aedin Jeoris, a bandit escaped from the gallows. These two
must rely on each other to survive mortal danger and dire magicks. And both must decide what sacriﬁces they are willing to make in order to achieve their destinies.

This Alien Shore
Head of Zeus Ltd The ﬁrst novel in a space opera duo set in the second age of stellar colonization. It is the second age of stellar colonization.The ﬁrst age ended in disaster when it was discovered that superluminal travel inﬂicted permanent genetic damage to all who
used it – mutating Earth's far-ﬂung colonists in body and mind. Earth abandoned them. But some of the colonies survived, and a new 'Outworld' civilization of 'Variants' has germinated. They have given humanity back the stars, but at a high price – a monopoly over all
commerce. Following a corporate raid on a remote satellite, an unusual young woman ﬂees for the Up-and-Out. But her narrow escape does not mean safety. For speeding across the galaxy pursued by ruthless, but unknown adversaries, this young woman will discover
a secret which is buried deep inside her psyche – a revelation the universe may not be ready to face...

Digital Talking Books Plus
Kingsbane
Sourcebooks, Inc. Book two in the New York Times bestselling series called "Beautiful, brutal, heart-stopping, and epic" (Laini Taylor)! Two queens, separated by thousands of years, connected by secrets and lies, must continue their ﬁght amid deadly plots and
unthinkable betrayals that will test their strength—and their hearts. Rielle Dardenne has been anointed Sun Queen, but her trials are far from over. The Gate keeping the angels at bay is falling. To repair it, Rielle must collect the seven hidden castings of the saints.
Meanwhile, to help her prince and love Audric protect Celdaria, Rielle must spy on the angel Corien—but his promises of freedom and power may prove too tempting to resist. Centuries later, Eliana Ferracora grapples with her new reality: She is the Sun Queen,
humanity's long-awaited savior. But fear of corruption—fear of becoming another Rielle—keeps Eliana's power dangerous and unpredictable. Hunted by all, racing against time to save her dying friend Navi, Eliana must decide how to wear a crown she never wanted—by
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embracing her mother's power, or rejecting it forever. Praise for Furyborn: A BuzzFeed Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A Goodreads Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 A Bustle Most Anticipated Title of Spring 2018 "A must-read." —Reﬁnery29 "A series to
watch." —Paste magazine "Visionary." —Bustle magazine "One of the biggest new YA fantasies." —Entertainment Weekly "Empowering." —BuzzFeed

Negima!.
11
Del Rey When ten-year-old wizard Negi Springﬁeld receives his diploma in magic, his ﬁrst graduate work assignment is teaching English at an all-girl Japanese high school.

The Wilding
DAW The tribal Braxaná-created to become the ultimate warriors. The Azeans-raised to master the power of the mind. Two civilizations ﬁghting an endless war over a long-forgotten cause. Now, after a century and a half, the legacy of their greatest military leaders
threatens to tear apart both empires.

The Black Prism
Book 1 of Lightbringer
Hachette UK In a world where magic is tightly controlled, the most powerful man in history must choose between his kingdom and his son - in the ﬁrst book of the New York Times bestselling Lightbringer series, one of the most popular fantasy epics of the decade.
EVERY LIGHT CASTS A SHADOW. Guile is the Prism, the most powerful man in the world. He is high priest and emperor, a man whose power, wit, and charm are all that preserves a tenuous peace. Yet Prisms never last, and Guile knows exactly how long he has left to
live. When Guile discovers he has a son, born in a far kingdom after the war that put him in power, he must decide how much he's willing to pay to protect a secret that could tear his world apart. With over four million copies sold, Brent Weeks is one of the fastestselling fantasy authors of all time. 'Brent Weeks is so good it's beginning to tick me oﬀ' Peter V. Brett 'Weeks has a style of immediacy and detail that pulls the reader relentlessly into the story. He doesn't allow you to look away' Robin Hobb 'I was mesmerised from
start to ﬁnish. Unforgettable characters, a plot that kept me guessing, non-stop action and the kind of in-depth storytelling that makes me admire a writers' work' Terry Brooks 'Weeks has truly cemented his place among the great epic fantasy writers of our time'
British Fantasy Society Books by Brent Weeks Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Perfect Shadow (novella) Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White

Dragon Age: Blue Wraith
Dark Horse Comics A group of Inquisition agents pursue the deadly elven warrior Fenris in this new chapter from the world of BioWare's dark fantasy RPG! From the video game developer of genre-deﬁning roleplaying games such as Baldur's Gate, Star Wars: Knights of
the Old Republic, and Mass Eﬀect comes a canonical continuation of stories begun in the multiple game of the year award-winning Dragon Age: Inquisition. The power of the substance known as red lyrium is as dark as it is devastating, and a mysterious weapon
containing a frightening amount of it is about to fall into the wrong hands. Enter knight Ser Aaron Hawthorne, elven thief Vaea, the magekillers Tessa Forsythia and Marius, and ﬂedgling con artist Calix Pryde--a motley team of Inquisition agents whose task it is to
recover the lyrium artifact before it's too late. In order to do so, fellow agent Varric Tethras directs them to recruit one more to their party, a former associate from Kirkwall--Fenris. However, as the team quickly discovers, this legendary ﬁghter has an agenda of his
own, and convincing him to join their cause will be no small feat. Collects Dragon Age: Blue Wraith #1-#3.

The Blade Itself
Book One
Hachette UK 'Delightfully twisted and evil' GUARDIAN 'Highly recommended ... seek it out' Joe Hill Inquisitor Glokta, a crippled and increasingly bitter relic of the last war, former fencing champion turned torturer extraordinaire, is trapped in a twisted and broken body not that he allows it to distract him from his daily routine of torturing smugglers. Nobleman, dashing oﬃcer and would-be fencing champion Captain Jezal dan Luthar is living a life of ease by cheating his friends at cards. Vain, shallow, selﬁsh and self-obsessed, the
biggest blot on his horizon is having to get out of bed in the morning to train with obsessive and boring old men. And Logen Nineﬁngers, an infamous warrior with a bloody past, is about to wake up in a hole in the snow with plans to settle a blood feud with Bethod, the
new King of the Northmen, once and for all - ideally by running away from it. But as he's discovering, old habits die really, really hard indeed... ...especially when Bayaz gets involved. A bald old man with a terrible temper and a pathetic assistant, he could be the First
of the Magi, he could be a spectacular fraud, but whatever he is, he's about to make the lives of Glotka, Jezal and Logen a whole lot more diﬃcult...

The White Devil
The gripping adventure for fans of The Man in the High Castle
Penguin UK THE GRIPPING NEW ADVENTURE FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE LEFT HAND OF GOD SERIES America is on the brink of civil war. Only Thomas Cale can stop it . . . ________ Thomas Cale - the world's most dangerous yet reluctant hero - has been running from his
enemies. Tracked down moments before his execution, Cale is presented with a chance to escape. But it comes at a price: He must murder the American president. The father of modern democracy. The man ﬁghting the south's attempts to reinstate slavery. Accept, and
he risks the fates of millions. Refuse, and he endangers his own life . . . ________ Praise for Paul Hoﬀman: 'Fiction on a grand and ambitious scale' Daily Telegraph 'Brooding and magniﬁcent' Eoin Colfer 'Exhilaratingly engaging writing' Spectator 'Gripped me from the ﬁrst
chapter' Conn Iggulden 'A riveting, powerful tale' Publishers Weekly

He Who Fights with Monsters
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Book 2: A LitRPG Adventure
Independently Published The path from retail middle management to interdimensional wizard adventurer wasn't easy, but Jason Asano is settling into his new life. Now, a contest draws young elites to the city of Greenstone, competing for a grand prize. Jason must
gather a band of companions if he is to stand a chance against the best the world has to oﬀer.While the young adventurers are caught up in competition, the city leaders deal with revelations of betrayal as a vast and terrible enemy is revealed. Although Jason seems
uninvolved, he has unknowingly crossed the enemy's path before. Friends and foes made along the way will lead him to cross it again as inevitable conﬂict looms.After cementing itself as one of the best-rated serial novels on Royal Road with an astonishing 13 million
views, the He Who Fights with Monsters Series is now available on Kindle. It's perfect for fans of Pirate Aba, Dakota Krout, and Luke Chmilenko.
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